Terms & Conditions of Booking A Reading
By purchasing a reading with me you agree to my standard Terms & Conditions.
Legal disclaimer and statement: Due to legal requirements and the differing opinions regarding

psychic ability and credibility in the UK, I have to advise that psychic readings are “for entertainment
purposes only”. All readings are experiments given in good faith. What you choose to do with the
information, including any actions you take, is down to your own personal responsibility and choice.
I am not responsible or liable for any loss or damage of whatever nature which may result from
content given in any reading, from any information supplied or any action taken. All readings,
information and questions answered should at no time be regarded as legal, medical, financial,
psychological or business fact and are subject to your own interpretation and judgment. My
services are not a substitute for professional services and I am not qualified to advise on financial,
business, legal, property, medical or health related issues, including pregnancy and fertility, or legal
issues, including paternity. For any such matter you should seek advice from the relevant qualified
and trained expert. My services are not a substitute for allopathic medical services and I am not
qualified to diagnose, recommend treatment/surgery, offer prescriptions or comment on advice
received from a registered medical practitioner/GP. For any ongoing health matter you must
consult your GP if you have not already done so. All data and recordings are stored according to the
Data Protection Act 1998. I do not read or provide healing/counselling for people under 18 years of
age. All clients enter and leave the premises entirely at their own risk. By purchasing a healing or
reading session with me you agree to all the above terms.
GIFT SESSIONS:
I no longer offer gift sessions: the person who the distant reading is for MUST be the person who
books and pays. This is because of various reasons, including ethical issues to do with consent and
accuracy of readings when going through a third party.
REFUNDS:
Refunds are only given for readings after 72 hours of payment in exceptional circumstances, and
with a 15% administration charge. Please ensure you are certain about your decision to book a
reading before paying.
No refunds are given once the recording has been sent by email.

CANCELLATIONS:
In the unlikely event that I cannot deliver within the advertised time frame or I have to cancel a
reading, all fees will be refunded in full. See cancellation notice period above.

